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WHAT IS SCARLET CHAINS?

Scarlet Chains is a passive rewards system tailored for Redlight Coin

through NFT Technology, sustainable tokenomics and dynamic contract

functions. Scarlet Chains is designed to reward its users on a stable

basis (Starting at $20), with the potential for the stable price to

increase over time. Similar protocols to Scarlet Chains usually refer

to this type of system as Nodes, but we will be referring to Nodes as

Chains. The Scarlet Vault will be an additional feature which will

allow users to potentially upgrade their nodes through a risk/reward

system. 

WHAT ARE NODES?

Nodes are a collection of data points that reward users for their

generation and use. Each node generates a predetermined amount of its

representing coin/token. Each token generated can be used to create

more nodes to increase daily rewards or sold on the market to be

exchanged for an underlying liquidity paired coin. 

NFT INTEGRATION

NFT technology integrated within node smart contracts allows

flexibility and sustainability with the reward generation process. 

 Integrating nodes as NFTs increases simplicity, creating an additional

value to the nodes themselves, making them a viable investment. We

will also have NFTs that are designed to compliment your nodes by

“Smart” utility such as increasing reward production and lower taxes.
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Scarlet Chains native token is called Scarlet Tokens

- $SCAR

 

Scarlet Chains is operated on Redlight Chain

 

A combination of 10 $SCAR and 5 $REDLC can be traded in to

create 1 SCR (Scarlet Chain - Red). 1 SCR generates 0.2 $SCAR

every 24 hours (Not including taxes/bonuses).

 

A combination of 4 SCR and 10 $REDLC can be traded in to create

1 SCP (Scarlet Chain - Platinum). 1 SCP Generates 0.85 $SCAR

every 24 hours (Not including taxes/bonuses).

 

A combination of 2 SCP and 15 $REDLC can be traded in to create

1 SCB (Scarlet Chain - black). 1 SCB Generates 1.8 $SCAR every

24 hours (Not including taxes/bonuses).

 

When a user upgrades their chains, they will effectively

burn the chains used in the upgrade. For example, if a

user has 4 SCR and upgrades these into 1 SCP, they now

will only own 1 SCP. When upgrading from SCR to SCP or

SCP to SCB , you will lose any unclaimed rewards that

are attached to the lower chain.

 

All costs of purchasing chains are subject to change.

SCARLET CHAINS BREAKDOWN
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CHAIN CAPS

Each Chain subset will have a cap for the amount in which a

user can own. Incentivizing users to upgrade their chains to

the next tier. 

 

SCR CAP - 50

SCP CAP - 15

SCB CAP - 10

CHAIN REWARD GENERATION
REQUIREMENTS

You are required to hold a certain amount of different

Chains in your wallet to be able to produce rewards as

follows:

 

SCR Requirements - 1 x SCR

SCP Requirements - 3 x SCR

SCB Requirements - 3 x SCR + 2 x SCP

 

If you do not meet the relevant Chain Reward

Generation Requirements, the corresponding Chain will

not produce rewards until you do. 
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COMPOUNDING
You are able to Compound your unclaimed rewards ($SCAR) into new SCR to

avoid the 15% Claim Tax. You can also combine your unclaimed rewards with

$SCAR in your wallet when compounding. Any remaining unclaimed $SCAR will

be paid out to your wallet and have the 15% Claim Tax applied.

 

You can use unclaimed rewards from SCR, SCP, and SCB to create new SCR,

but you will not be able to combine rewards from different Chains to  do so. 

 

Examples of Cross Compounding:

 

10 unclaimed rewards in SCR = compoundable into new SCR

10 unclaimed rewards in SCP = compoundable into new SCR

10 unclaimed rewards in SCB = compoundable into new SCR

 

Examples of Merge Compounding (Which is not possible):

 

5 unclaimed rewards in SCR and 5 unclaimed rewards in SCP = NOT

COMPOUNDABLE AT ALL

CHAIN CREATION DISTRIBUTION

80% to Liquidity Pool

10% to Treasury Wallet

10% to Miscellaneous Wallet

50% to Liquidity Pool

50% will be burnt

When Chains are created, the tokens used must be distributed somewhere. To

assist with the stability of the tokens price, and ongoing development of

the project we have decided to allocate these tokens as follows:

 

Distribution of $SCAR used:

 

 

Distribution of $REDLC used:
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STABILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
After having the benefit of running our own project,

Redlight Node District, and witnessing other projects in the

node space, it has become clear that not only is

sustainability of a protocol important, but the stability of

the price is also. 

 

Learning from the aforementioned, we have implemented a

unique multi layer tax system, upkeep costs, a Chain tier

system and mint/burn functions to Scarlet Chains. 

 

All of these functions interoperate to keep Scarlet Chains

as a project sustainable, and keep the price of $SCAR stable

for our users. 

 

The unique dynamic contract functions of $SCAR means that

we don’t have a need to send tokens to the reward pool from

taxes/Chain creation. This function in conjunction with our

tax system will help us to keep the price of our token

stable, and the tax system will also allow us to build upon

the project as a whole externally. 

 

The Chain tier and compounding systems alongside the Chain

caps encourages users to upgrade their Chains to increase

rewards.

 

Scarlet Chains will have the ability to have the stable price

floor raised over time if certain requirements are met.
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Reward Pool

75,000

Migration

10,000

Team Wallet

10,000

Liquidity

5,000

TOKENOMICS

Any tokens leftover from migration will go to the

reward pool

Initial Total circulating supply - 100,000
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TOKENOMICS - TAXES
Buy Tax

0%

Sell Tax

15%
sell tax is applied at time of sale

Claim Tax

15%
claim tax is applied at time of claiming rewards

Rollover Tax

5%
rollover tax is applied when the user chooses to rollover rather

than compound - more on this on page 12

Transfer Tax

10%
transfer tax is applied when the user transfers $SCAR from one

wallet to another

80% to Liquidity Pool

10% to Treasury Wallet

10% to Miscellaneous Wallet

All Taxes have a distribution as follows:
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SCR SCP SCB

15% 

10% 

5% 

0% 

DARKNESS UPKEEP
Once a user creates a Chain, there will be a darkness upkeep cost

associated with that Chain. This is to ensure that users will be helping

with the upkeep of the project ongoing and will be a scaling cost,

depending on the users actions in that time. 

 

Each different chain will have different upkeep costs as follows:

2%

legend:

Compounded

or used

rollover

function 0

times

Compounded

or used

rollover

function 1

time

Compounded

or used

rollover

function 2

times
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DARKNESS UPKEEP - CONTINUED

80% to Liquidity Pool

10% to Treasury Wallet

10% to Miscellaneous Wallet

Each Darkness Upkeep Cycle is 7 days, however the Darkness Upkeep Cost is required

to be paid per individual Chain as follows:

 

SCR Upkeep Cost is to be paid every 2 Upkeep Cycles (14 Days)

SCP Upkeep Cost is to be paid every 2 Upkeep Cycles (14 Days)

SCB Upkeep Cost is to be paid every 4 Upkeep Cycles (28 Days)

 

If you fall into Darkness due to not paying upkeep cost, those Chains will stop

generating rewards until the upkeep cost is paid. Once the upkeep cost is paid the

rewards will commence again.

 

All upkeep costs will be paid in $SCAR.

 

Claiming doesn't reset the cycle for upkeep. You can pay partial upkeep as you go,

and then that will reset the cycle. 

 

Individual Chains will have individual upkeep cycles dependent on time of creation.

for example if you create one SCR, and then another SCR 10 minutes later, these will

have 2 seperate upkeep cycles. however, once you pay upkeep for all of your SCR,

they will all then be on the same upkeep cycle timer. 

 

If you have not generated enough rewards, or do not want to compound, you will be

able to pay the Rollover Fee, which effectively acts as if you have compounded to

avoid falling into Darkness.

 

Rollover is where you can keep your unclaimed rewards and pay 5% tax. Doing this

for your chains will count towards the compound/rollover requirement needed to

lower your darkness upkeep.

 

You are able to take one action per chain per day, meaning you can rollover or

compound each individual chain type once per day. 

 

You are able to click rollover in the DAPP which will rollover all of your chains or

you can select them individually to rollover. 

 

All Upkeep costs have a distribution as follows:
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CHAIN ENHANCERS
As you would have gathered by now, a Chain is only as strong as its

weakest link, and without proper maintenance any Chain can break. 

 

With Scarlet Chains we have developed several different Chain Links

to help strengthen your Chains. 

 
Redlight Link

Total Initial Supply: 300. 200 of these will be migrated from our current RND VIP

Club Node NFT. 

 

Functions: 

+15% increase in rewards generated by SCR, SCP, SCB

 

Jade Link
Total Initial Supply: 1200. These will be able to be RNG Chance minted through

Sacrificial Chain Vault (Dusk) 

 

Functions: 

+3% increase in rewards generated by SCR, SCP and SCB.

 

Ruby Link
Total Initial Supply: 800. These will be able to be RNG Chance minted through

Sacrificial Chain Vault (Dusk)

 

Functions: 

+7% increase in rewards generated by SCR and SCP. 

+5% increase in rewards generated by SCB.

 

Diamond Link
Total Initial Supply: 400. These will be able to be RNG Chance minted through

Sacrificial Chain Vault (Dusk)

 

Functions: 

+10% increase in rewards generated by SCR and SCP.

+7% increase in rewards generated by SCB.
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CHAIN ENHANCERS - CONTINUED
Full Moon

Total Initial Supply: 50. These will be able to be RNG Chance minted through

Sacrificial Chain Vault (Dusk), otherwise users with a Max Wallet will be able to

select either this or Dawns Solace once Max Wallet is reached. - Limit of 1 per

wallet (Users can not own both Full Moon and Dawns Solace).

 

Functions:

 +5% increase in rewards generated by SCR, SCP, SCB 

- Immune to Scarlet Steal

 -5% decrease in claims tax

 

Dawns Solace
Total Initial Supply: 50. These will be able to be RNG Chance minted through

Sacrificial Chain Vault (Dusk), otherwise users with a Max Wallet will be able to

select either this or Full Moon once Max Wallet is reached. - Limit of 1 per wallet

(Users can not own both Full Moon and Dawns Solace).

 

Functions:

 +5% increase in rewards generated by SCR, SCP, SCB 

- 5% decrease in darkness upkeep cost

 -5% decrease in claims tax

 

Scarlet Nights
Total Initial Supply: 150. These will be able to be RNG Chance minted through

Sacrificial Chain Vault (Dawn and Dusk)

 
Functions:

+3% increase in rewards generated by SCR, SCP and SCB

-Ability to "Steal" NFTs when users enter them into Scarlet Chain Vault

(DUSK) 
 

 

All Chain Enhancers will be tradeable NFTs, except for Scarlet Nights. 

 

You are unable to stack Chain Enhancers that are the same type, but different types of Chain

Enhancers do stack. For example, if you have 2 jade links, you will still only receive a 3%

increase in rewards, but if you have 1 jade link and 1 ruby link, this will give you a 10% increase

for SCR and SCP overall. 
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SACRIFICIAL CHAIN VAULTS
If passive income isn’t rewarding enough for you, we have also

developed the Sacrificial Chain Vaults.

 

Are you willing to sacrifice everything you have

built?

 

Are you prepared to burn to earn?
 

There will be 2 separate Sacrificial Chain Vaults you will be able to use,

named Dawn and Dusk. 

 

To enter the Sacrificial Chain Vaults, you will first need to make The

Scarlet Offering by putting in a combination of any 3 eligible Scarlet Chains

assets to complete the pact. 

 

When you initiate the Scarlet Offering, The Sacrifice begins. During The

Sacrifice, all 3 Scarlet Chains you offered will be burnt.

 

Once The Sacrifice is complete, it is time for Scarlet Reincarnation. You will

be rewarded with a single new Scarlet Chains asset. This may be of more

value, but also may be worth less than what you sacrificed. Without risk,

comes no reward.

 

When you input your selected Scarlet Chains assets to be Sacrificed, the

dApp will show you what your potential reward may be. 

 

To be clear, once you have entered a Sacrificial Vault and initiated the

Scarlet Offering, you will lose the assets and there is no way to reverse

this function.

 
Users will only have the chance of having their reincarnated Scarlet Chains asset

stolen with Scarlet Nights in the Dusk Vault at time of mint  (This can not happen in

the Dawn Vault)
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LIQUIDITY INFLOWS
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To assist with the pricing stability of $SCAR there will be multiple

sources of liquidity inflow. 

 

This will mean that there will be sources outside of Scarlet Chains that

will assist with building the liquidity pool, so that the sustainability of

Scarlet Chains doesn’t need to rely soley on new investors.  

 

There will be a FAQ tab on the DAPP to help with frequently asked

questions, and as always please don't hesitate to join our Redlight

Finance Discord to ask anything directly.


